DIVS
DL/ID Verification Systems
DIVS Projects

- Verification of Legal Status
- Passport Verification
- Birth Record Verification
- State to State Verification
DIVS
State to State Verification Service (S2S)
Program Benefits

Mission Critical

• Compliance with State laws
• Reduce costs for interstate compacts
• Highway Safety

Improve the Integrity of US-Issued Credentials
Program Benefits

Important Additional Benefits

- Improve Homeland Security
- Combat Identity Theft & Fraud
First Year - Pilot Participants
Maryland, Mississippi, Indiana, Iowa, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Nevada, Florida

Second Year - Pilot Participants
Nebraska, North Carolina, Louisiana, West Virginia
S2S Governance Committee

DIVS Executive Committee:

- Bernard Soriano, CA, Chair
- Steven Fielder, FL
- Randi Bristol, ID

AAMVA International Board:

- Patricia McCormick, MN
- Jennifer Cohen, DE
- Kurt Myers, PA
Questions?
Please contact Chrissy Nizer or Judy Brown.
Cnizer@mva.maryland.gov
jbrown@clerusolutions.com
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